
TWO newcomers to the Sterling Eccles 
gemstone range arrive at the same price, 
with the same fi xed-bed appeal - but very 
diff erent bedroom arrangements.

The Ruby gets a nearside bed with a 
full-width rear washroom; the Quartz gets 
an island bed with washing arrangements 
forward of the bed; the shower and toilet 
rooms are opposite one another.

Luxury and light in weight
Both Ruby and Quartz give you the luxury of 
a fi xed bed, end washroom, separate shower 
layout but without the size and weight of 
a twin-axle. At less than 1600kg MTPLM it 
doesn’t need a leviathan to tow it. 
     Ruby Specification is high. It includes 
shock absorbers, LED spotlights, fluorescent 
lights above the lockers and thick pile 
carpet (it has a 45-ounced pile weight) and 
an alarm system.

The Ruby, though, has much more than 
Sterling high spec and this year’s pale 
woodwork to clinch its appeal. It has style 
in spadesful and some superbly innovative 
features. Topping this list has to be the 
television cabinet. In the wall that divides 
bed from lounge is a slim cabinet. This is a 
cleverly disguised television cabinet. It has a 
button-catch handle below it. Open the catch 
– use both hands because the housing, when 

Ñ PRICE £14,995 Ñ www. swiftleisure.co.uk

Sterling Eccles Ruby

AT A GLANCE: End washroom, nearside fi xed bed, clever television 
arrangement – and superb pale-wood styling.

TEST VAL CHAPMAN

a television is in place, is heavy – now your 
television is lowered to its watch position. 

The Ruby’s star feature is its end 
washroom. You’ll notice the amount of 
fl oorspace in the centre of the washroom – 
and then your eyes will be drawn to the door 
of the shower, totally domestic in design, in 
plain, clear plastic. There are two good-sized 
cabinets, one under the sink, the other above 
the toilet. It’s a well-designed washroom with 
lots of space. Full marks to Swift, also, for the 
inclusion of three towel positions, one loop 
and two hooks. With most caravans off ering 
only one towel loop, it’s good to see the 
Ruby’s triple towel arrangements.

Wherever you look in this Ruby you see 
refi nements to admire. Look up and you’ll 

Ñ OUR VERDICT
If you want fi xed-bed 
luxury, the bonus 
of a spacious end-
washroom – and you 
don’t want the length 
and weight of a twin-
axle model, the new 
Ruby is certainly one 
that should be on 
your shortlist.
Quality fittings, 
tough-gauge 
aluminium sides, 
thick pile carpet and 
a general feeling of 
solid build and luxury 
give the Ruby – and 
its Quartz cousin 
– wide appeal.

Ñ FOR & AGAINST
PROS:
Ñ Almost everything! 
Ñ Especially styling
Ñ Especially the hidden drop-down television 

cabinet
CONS:
Ñ Lack of kitchen cupboard space. No food 

preparation space when the fi xed drainer is 
in position

The fridge front gets the same pale 
shade as the refreshingly diff erent 
Sterling woodwork

Pale fawns give the Ruby a light 
and  airy aspect. Scatter cushions get 
feature cream bands

Neatest little spotlights deliver 
plenty of light – there are LED 
striplights, too

Beautifully diff erent light and dark 
woodwork characterises this year’s 
Sterling range

The innovative television mount-point is a great space-saver

noticed the pleated roofl ight blinds. Move 
them into the fl yscreen position and they’re 
still pleated style, but in tough black net-
type fabric that lets in some light but keeps 
out strong sun-rays. Now look to shoulder 
height, right the way round the caravan, and 
you’ll notice a design feature that seems to 
pull together the whole light-and-dark colour 
scheme: a strip of dark wood. Above each 
locker is a hidden fl uorescent tube, delivering 
a soft white light.

The more time you spend in a Ruby, the 
more we think you’ll feel at home in the 
refreshingly diff erent light wood décor. Add in 
Sterling quality and we think this new arrival 
will persuade a great many caravanners that 
now is the time to change. ■

Ñ Fixed 
nearside bed  

Ñ Full-
width rear 
washroom 

Ñ Short 
settees
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Ñ SPECIFICATION
Axles: 1  |  Berths: 4
MRO: 1385kg  |  MTPLM: 1595kg
Width: 2.29m
Internal length: 5.83m
Overall height: 7.51m
Bed sizes: front double 2.13m x 1.59m; fi xed
double 1.93m x 1.37m


